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Ab o u t  m e

Travel  &  L i festy le  B logger

I'm the blogger/ content creator of ellachan blog, the

creative owner of By Elle PH, a Community Executive

and an active influencer from Grammer Session based

in Cebu City.

Domain Authority 7

I blog about lifestyle, personal travel, food, beauty and

other informative contents that are relevant for my

audience.

I create Aesthetic vibes in my content and make sure

that I provide IG-worthy ones.



KLOOK

Booking.com

Leflair Philippines 

Parfois PH

Influencity 2019

Pacorabanne

Popstar PH

Lashesta Cebu

Cafe Berry PH

Activations Advertising Inc.

Juiceria Juice Bar

By Elle PH

CREATIVE cuisine Group

La Vie in the Sky

Anjo World

D'bear Tea & Tee

Brands I worked with

As a blogger and

influencer, my main goal

is to connect brands to

people.

 Spread awareness and

make an impact. 

Create quality content

while being authentic

and creative.



Platfo rms & Serv ice s

-8000 pesos for 1-month

Contract. (negotiable)

According to WIkipedia, a press kit, often referred to as a media
kit in business environments, is a pre-packaged set of promotional
materials that provide information about a person, company, organization
or cause and which is distributed to members of the media for
promotional use. Press kits, or media kits as they are sometimes
known, are often distributed to announce a release or for a news
conference.

Rates

- will be used for Boosting Posts
(Facebook & Instagram) for a month.

10% of the payment

ellachanblog@gmail.com

Contact

-Quality Content
-Sponsored Posts
-Quality Pictures
-Branding
- Professional Captions 
-Story Mentions
- Share Post

- Quality Content
- Sponsored Posts
- Carousel Format of posts
- Branding
- Professional Captions
- IG Story Mentions
- Share Post
-Boost Engagements 

-Blog Post
-Live for 6 months
-Quality Pictures
-Branding
- Professional 
Write-up
-SEO
-Keywords Ranking


